
Facility Lifts, Dock Lifts, Coil Cars andEngineered
Solutions
Engineered
Solutions

Dock Lifts 

Handle jumbo rolls and coils up to 70 tons.

The economical alternative to dock construction.

Southworth has designed, engineered, built, 
and installed lifts for almost every application
imaginable. If we can’t satisfy your needs with 
a standard product, we have the ability to modify
a lift or even design a new one specifically for you.

We have seen just about every application
imaginable. If you think there is not a piece of
equipment to satisfy your needs, think again. If
we have not already built it, our engineers will 
be eager to custom design a solution.

• Years of engineering knowledge
• State-of-the-art 3D CAD system
• Complete product testing 

Southworth has more engineers and a longer 
history than any other lift table manufacturer.
When an application is encountered that requires
custom equipment, they work closely with the 
user to make sure the best possible solution is
used. Although there isn’t much they haven’t 
seen, they remain dedicated to a philosophy 

of innovation and accommodation.

Dock Lifts 

Coil Cars Coil Cars 
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ts, Dock Lifts, Coil Cars and Custom Engineered Solutions

Container Unloaders Roll Handling Tables 

Vertical Reciprocating
Conveyors (VRC) Upenders and Tilters 

Move loads between levels safely and efficiently. Reorient heavy loads 90°.

Lift and position heavy rolls. For automatic unloading of a variety of containers.

Roll Handling Tables Container Unloaders 

Vertical Reciprocating
Conveyors (VRC) Upenders and Tilters 
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Your Local Distributor:
Marsh Micro Systems, Inc.  *  1084 Duncan Ave., Chattanooga, TN 37404 (423) 629-6245
www.marshmicrosystems.com  •  email: sales@marshmicrosystems.com

A Tradition of Innovation and Manufacturing Excellence
Delivering the Right Products at the Right Time.

Factory Trained Distributors Make Selection Easy

For more than 115 years, Southworth has been designing and
building products that increase worker and machine productivity.
During this long history, Southworth has become the driving
force behind the development and design of more lifting,
positioning, and transporting equipment than any other
company in the world. This dedication to innovation is matched
by our commitment to manufacturing excellence. 

Southworth Distributors are the industry’s best trained. The
knowledgeable eyes of these specialists can identify trouble
spots for you and in many cases help you to correct workplace
problems that are robbing you of productivity and exposing you
and your workers to the dangers and multiple costs of injuries.  
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All With the Best Guarantee 
in the Business
Not only do the products ship with the strongest warranty but, Southworth
has established an extensive service network to protect your investment
for years. From selection to delivery to installation and field support every
step of your Southworth experience is guaranteed.

SOUTHWORTH SERVICE

SOUTHWORTH
We'll Show You How

In order to provide customers with the information they need when
they need it, Southworth has a comprehensive web site with product
specifications, interactive state-of-the-art application guides, an 
application gallery, budget advice, purchase options and helpful after
sale service information.

Visit us at www.marshmicrosystems.com

Information Is As Fast As a Click

Providing Easy, Fast, and Guaranteed Service
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